CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
Kammersymphone für Arnold Schoenberg
15 Solo—Instrumente, Op. 9 (1906)  (1874-1951)

I. Feurig — Hauptzeitmaß — ruhiger — sehr rasch
II. Etwas ruhiger — steigernd — Hauptzeitmaß
III. Viel Langsamer — Fließender — Schungvoll — Hauptzeitmaß
IV. Langsam — Sehr rasch

– INTERMISSION –

Langsamer Satz in E♭ Major for String Quartet (1905)  
Anton Webern  (1883-1945)

Serenade for 15 Wind Instruments, Op. 7 (ca. 1905)  
Walther Lampe  (1872-1964)  ed. Rogers

I. Allegro con grazia
II. Allegro scherzando
III. Adagio
IV. Molto Vivace

CCM Chamber Players
Rodney Winther, music director

Flute
Lindsay Leach
Megumi Nomura
Han Byul Park

Oboe
Joe Basel
Justin Vance
Natalie Wren

Clarinet
Renee Breaux
Peter Cain
Zach Gauvain

Bassoon
Tom Reynolds
Dan Shifren
Josh Wang

Horn
Robert Fant
Brigette Knox
Jeremy Moon
Mike Nelson

Viola
Ringo Chan

Cello
Desiree Miller

Double Bass
Chris Leverenz

Members of the CCM Chamber Players are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution. They all serve as principal players.
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